Voice-enabled interaction systems in domestic environments have attracted significant interest recently, being the focus of smart home research projects and commercial voice assistant home devices. Within the multi-module pipelines of such systems, speech activity detection (SAD) constitutes a crucial component, providing input to their activation and speech recognition subsystems. In typical multi-room domestic environments, SAD may also convey spatial intelligence to the interaction, in addition to its traditional temporal segmentation output, by assigning speech activity at the room level. Such room-localized SAD can, for example, disambiguate user command referents, allow localized system feedback, and enable parallel voice interaction sessions by multiple subjects in different rooms. In this paper, we investigate a room-localized SAD system for smart homes equipped with multiple microphones distributed in multiple rooms, significantly extending our earlier work. The system employs a two-stage algorithm, incorporating a set of hand-crafted features specially designed to discriminate room-inside vs. room-outside speech at its second stage, refining SAD hypotheses obtained at its first stage by traditional statistical modeling and acoustic front-end processing. Both algorithmic stages exploit multi-microphone information, combining it at the signal, feature, or decision level. The proposed approach is extensively evaluated on both simulated and real data recorded in a multi-room, multi-microphone smart home, significantly outperforming alternative baselines. Further, it remains robust to reduced microphone setups, while also comparing favorably to deep learning-based alternatives.
Introduction
Smart home technology has been attracting increasing interest lately, mainly in assistive scenarios for the disabled or the elderly, but also in "edutainment", home monitoring, and automation applications, among others [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Given that interaction with users must be convenient and natural, and motivated by the fact that speech constitutes the primary means of human-to-human communication, voice-enabled interaction systems have been progressively entering the field. Indeed, multiple smart home projects have been focusing on voice-based interaction [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and a number of commercial voice assistant home devices have recently been introduced in the market [14] .
Such systems typically contain a sequence of modules in their architecture, with speech activity detection (SAD) *Correspondence: pangian@cs.ntua.gr 1 School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, National Technical University of Athens, Athens, Greece 3 Athena Research and Innovation Center, Marousi, Greece Full list of author information is available at the end of the article being a crucial one, as it provides input to other pipeline components, for example, speaker localization, speech enhancement, keyword spotting, and automatic speech recognition (ASR) [15] [16] [17] , as well as contributing to the timing of the dialog management [18] . Further to voicebased interaction, SAD has found additional applications, such as telecommunications [19] [20] [21] , variable rate speech coding [22] , and voice-based speaker recognition [23, 24] , among others.
In practice, domestic environments contain multiple rooms, where one or more users may be located wishing to interact with the smart home voice interface. This scenario can be facilitated if the SAD module provides not only time boundaries of speech events ("when"), but also coarse speaker position ("where") at the room level, i.e., assigning room "tags" to the detected speech activity, thus yielding separate speech/non-speech segmentation outputs, one per room of the smart home (see also Fig. 1 ). Enriching the traditional "room-independent SAD" to An example of room-independent vs. room-localized SAD in multi-room domestic environments equipped with multiple microphones. Here, three speakers are active in three rooms. Left: floor plan of the smart home used in the DIRHA project [10] (see also Section 7.1 and Fig. 6 ), with dots indicating microphone locations on the apartment walls and ceiling. Right: 1-min-long waveforms, captured by the red-colored microphones (one per room with an active speaker), shown together with the corresponding ground truth of room-localized SAD. The room-independent speech/non-speech segmentation is also depicted at the top such "room-localized SAD" variant can be useful in multiple ways: It can help disambiguate user commands for voice control of devices or appliances present in multiple rooms (e.g., light switches, windows, temperature control units, television sets); enable room-localized system feedback, for example, via a loudspeaker or visual display at the room where speech activity takes place; and allow parallel voice interaction sessions by multiple subjects inside different rooms, engaging separate system pipelines, one per room [16] ; finally, ASR itself can benefit significantly from room localization [25] . Designing a robust SAD system in domestic environments is a hard task due to the challenging acoustic conditions encountered. Such involve speech at low signal-tonoise ratio (SNR), presence of reverberation, and multiple background noise sources often overlapping with speech activity. In the case of room-localized SAD, these difficulties are further exacerbated due to acoustic interference between rooms. To counter these challenges, smart homes typically employ multiple microphones to capture the acoustic scene and "cover" the large multi-room interaction area. This allows exploiting multi-channel processing techniques, for example, fusion of the microphone information at the signal, feature, or decision level, in order to facilitate the analysis of the acoustic scene of interest.
Several efforts have been reported recently on roomlocalized SAD in multi-room environments [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] including our own work [33, 34] . As further overviewed in Section 2, these approaches vary in the kind of features, classifiers, and number of microphones used per room. Depending on their design, they typically consist of one or two algorithmic stages, and may or not allow the detection of simultaneously active speakers located in different rooms.
In this paper, we present our research work on roomlocalized SAD for smart homes equipped with multiple microphones distributed in multiple rooms. Our approach is based on the two-stage algorithmic framework that we originally proposed in [34] . There, roomindependent SAD hypotheses, obtained at the first stage by traditional statistical modeling and acoustic frontend processing, are further refined and assigned to the room level at a second stage, by means of support vector machine (SVM) classifiers operating on a set of handcrafted features that are suitably designed to discriminate room-inside vs. room-outside speech. The aforementioned approach is further extended in this paper in multiple ways. In particular:
• Concerning the first stage of the algorithm, this is modified to already provide room-localized SAD hypotheses, various choices for the set of its statistical classes are investigated, and a number of multimicrophone decision fusion techniques are incorporated, which were originally studied in [35] for the problem of room-independent SAD only.
• Concerning the second stage of the algorithm, the set of hand-crafted features of [34] is further enriched by two additional ones: a novel spectrogram texture smoothness descriptor, as well as a source localization feature based on the smart home floor plan. Further, various feature fusion schemes across rooms are considered, accompanied by different options for their SVM-based modeling. Among these, one remains agnostic to the number of smart home rooms. In addition, application of the second algorithmic stage is also considered on medium-sized windows sliding over the first-stage hypothesized segments, thus enabling their breakup and assignment to potentially different rooms.
• Finally, an extensive evaluation of all algorithmic components is reported, as well as of suitable alternative baselines including an extension of the seminal algorithm of [36] to the room-localized SAD problem. The experiments are conducted on a corpus of both real and simulated data in a multi-room smart home, set up for the purposes of the DIRHA project [10] . This way, insights are gained concerning the strengths, weaknesses, and design choices of the proposed system. This is demonstrated to perform well in the challenging problem of room-localized SAD without the need of a large amount of training data, being robust to the number of available microphones, while also comparing favorably to alternative deep learning approaches.
It should be noted that two of the aforementioned extensions have already been proposed in our earlier work [16] , namely the room-localized operation at the first stage, as well as the sliding window mode at the second. However, since our focus there has been on the entire pipeline of the smart home spoken command recognition system, a contrastive evaluation of these enhancements for roomlocalized SAD has not been investigated. In particular, the room-localized operation at the first stage was also part of our system in [33] , where however the focus lied on a joint SAD and speaker localization challenge over a limited area of a multi-room domestic environment [28] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: related work is summarized in Section 2; the overview of the proposed system is provided in Section 3, with its two algorithmic stages further detailed in Sections 4 and 5; alternative baselines are presented in Section 6; the datasets and experimental framework are discussed in Section 7; the evaluation is reported in Section 8; and finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 9.
Related work
SAD has been a topic of intense research activity, with numerous algorithms proposed in the literature over more than four decades, as for example overviewed in [37] . Some of the most established methods include algorithms incorporated into standards [20, 21] , the statistical modelbased approach by Sohn et al. [36] , and the spectral divergence proposed by Ramírez et al. [38] , among others. Typically, SAD methods extract various features from the waveform that are, for example, related to energy or zero-crossing rate [20, 21, 39, 40] , harmonicity and pitch [41] [42] [43] , formant structure [20, 24, 44, 45] , degree of stationarity of speech and noise [46] [47] [48] , modulation [49] [50] [51] , or Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [24] . Feature extraction is subsequently followed by traditional statistical modeling or, more recently, by deep learning-based classifiers, for example, deep neural networks (DNNs) [52, 53] , recurrent ones [54, 55] , or convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [56] [57] [58] , often in conjunction with autoencoders [59] . Further, end-to-end deep learning approaches applied directly to the raw signal have also been proposed [60] .
Specifically for the smart home domain, several SAD systems have been developed over the last decade, following the collection of appropriate corpora in domestic environments [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] . For example, in [66] , linear frequency cepstral coefficients are employed as features in conjunction with the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) and hidden Markov model (HMM) classifiers to detect distressed speech or acoustic events inside a smart apartment for elderly persons. In a similar task under the Sweet-Home project in [67] , sound event detection is first performed by discrete wavelet transform features and an adaptive thresholding strategy, followed by speech/event classification using SVMs with GMM supervectors based on MFCCs. In [68] , a simple energy-based SAD precedes the HMM-based recognition of sounds and spoken words. In [69] , SAD is performed on headset microphone audio to track human behavior inside a smart home, with the proposed system employing an energy detector and a neural network trained on linear predictive coding coefficients and band-crossing features. Finally, in our earlier work within the DIRHA project [35] , we investigated several fusion techniques for multi-channel SAD based on GMMs and HMMs trained on traditional MFCCs.
The aforementioned SAD systems aim to detect speech activity over the entire smart home, without however considering its typical multi-room layout. Only few recent approaches in the literature focus on the task of roomlocalized SAD in multi-room domestic environments that constitutes the focus of this paper, yielding a speech/nonspeech segmentation for each individual room of the smart home.
The majority of such systems operate in two stages. Typically, the first stage generates speech segment hypotheses over the entire home or for each specific room, which are further examined, refined, and assigned to the proper room at the second stage. Specifically, in [25] , at the first stage of the proposed algorithm, DNN-based singlechannel SAD is performed in each room. Then, at the second stage, for each detected speech segment, SNR and coherence-based features are extracted from all rooms and concatenated to feed a linear discriminant analysis classifier that yields the segment room allocation. In [26] , at the first stage, statistical-based SAD is performed for each microphone, and then, majority voting over the room microphones provides the speech segments of each room. At the second stage, speaker localization output feeds a classifier (SVM or neural network) to further examine speech segments and delete those originating in other rooms. In [27] , at the first stage, multi-layer perceptrons are employed for each microphone, and speech/nonspeech segmentation is achieved via majority voting for each room. Then, in case of segments assigned to multiple rooms, a speech envelope distortion measure is employed to decide the correct room. In [28] , three different features are investigated for room-localized SAD, namely SNR, periodicity, and the global coherence field. Speech boundaries for each room are computed by simple thresholding of these feature values and by using a heuristic rule over consecutive active frames.
In addition to the above, single-stage approaches have also been pursued for room-localized SAD. Specifically, in [29] , a DNN is employed taking as input 176-dimensional vectors composed of a variety of features, such as MFCCs, RASTA-PLPs, envelope variance, and pitch. Similar features (but 187-dimensional) and DNNs are again considered in [30] , as well as alternative classifiers, including a 2D-CNN. The latter is extended to a multi-channel 3D-CNN system in [31] , where log-Mel filterbank energies (40-dimensional) are employed as features, temporal context is exploited by concatenating adjacent time frames, and the resulting 2D single-microphone feature matrices are stacked across channels. Finally, in [32] , the aforementioned 3D-CNN is combined with the GCC-PHAT [70] based CNN of [71] to yield a joint SAD and speaker localization network.
As already mentioned in the introduction, we have also investigated room-localized SAD in our earlier work, following the two-stage algorithmic paradigm. Specifically, in [33] , at the first stage of the developed approach, speech/non-speech segmentation was performed for each room, by means of multi-microphone decision fusion over GMMs trained on a traditional MFCC-based acoustic front-end. At the second stage, in case of speech segments simultaneously active in multiple rooms, room selection was enabled by comparing an average GMMbased log-likelihood ratio for the given segment across the different rooms. In subsequent work [34] , the first stage was replaced by a multi-channel room-independent SAD module, whereas the second stage adopted the use of specific features to discriminate room-inside vs. roomoutside speech by means of SVM-based classifiers. The approach was further refined in later work [16] , as part of a modular pipeline of a smart home spoken command recognition system.
In the current paper, we maintain the two-stage algorithmic approach for room-localized SAD, combining the design of the first stage in [33] with that of the second stage in [34] . In the process, we introduce a number of extensions in fusion techniques, hand-crafted room discriminant features, statistical modeling, and system evaluation, as discussed earlier in Section 1. The resulting algorithm is presented in detail next.
Notation and system overview
Let us denote by R the number of rooms inside a given smart home that is equipped with a set of microphones M all . This is partitioned into subsets M r , for r = 1 , 2 , . . . , R , each containing the microphones located inside room r . Let us also denote by o m,t the short-time acoustic feature vectors (e.g., MFCCs) extracted from the signal of microphone m , and by o M,t their concatenation over microphone set M ⊆ M all , with t indicating time indexing at the frame level (typically at a 10-ms resolution).
We are interested in room-localized SAD, seeking speech/non-speech segmentations for each room r , detecting speech events occurring inside it but ignoring speech originating in other rooms or any other non-speech events. As also shown in Fig. 1 , this differs from room-independent SAD, where a single speech/nonspeech segmentation is produced, including speech events occurring inside any of the R rooms of the smart home.
As already discussed in the previous sections and also depicted in the block diagram of Fig system for room-localized SAD operates in two stages. The first stage, detailed in Section 4, is based on singlechannel GMM classifiers, each trained on an individual room microphone, employing MFCC features and operating at the frame level. An appropriate decision fusion scheme follows, combining GMM likelihood scores across all room microphones and, by means of Viterbi decoding, providing a crude speech/non-speech segmentation for the given room. Then, at the second stage, presented in detail in Section 5, for the speech segments detected for each room, an SVM classifier is employed on a number of hand-crafted room localization features, specially designed to discriminate room-inside vs. room-outside speech. Various feature fusion schemes across rooms are considered for this purpose, accompanied by different options for their SVM-based modeling.
First stage: speech segment generation
We now proceed with a detailed description of the first stage of the developed room-localized SAD system. This stage generates individual speech/non-speech segmentations for every room using the specific room microphones only, thus providing initial room-localized SAD hypotheses to be refined later. To accomplish this, it employs traditional acoustic front-end processing and statistical modeling at the microphone level as discussed in Section 4.1, followed by decision fusion across microphones as detailed in Section 4.2 and appropriate decoding schemes that are presented in Section 4.3. Variations on the choices of microphones and classes considered are discussed in Section 4.4.
Single-microphone system core
At the core of the system lies the single-microphone speech/non-speech modeling. Specifically, for each microphone of the smart home, a traditional 39dimensional MFCC-plus-derivatives acoustic front-end is employed, with features extracted over 25-ms Hamming-windowed signal frames with a 10-ms shift. Subsequently, two-class microphone-specific GMMs are trained on these features (32 Gaussian mixtures with diagonal covariance matrices are used in our implementation), with the set of classes being J = {sp r , sil all } , where sp r denotes speech originating in room r where the given microphone is located and sil all indicates the lack of speech in all rooms. Alternative class choices for set J are discussed in Section 4.4.
Multi-microphone decision fusion
The developed system performs multi-microphone fusion at the decision level, where the GMM log-likelihood scores of different channels are combined at the frame level for each class of interest, potentially also incorporating channel decision confidence. In particular, the following approaches for decision fusion over microphone set M ⊆ M all are considered, which were investigated in our earlier work [35] , but for room-independent SAD only:
• Log-likelihood summation, where the fused loglikelihoods (log class-conditionals) at frame t become
where b m,j (o m,t ) denotes the log-likelihoods of the GMMs for microphone m given its acoustic features o m,t at time frame t and class j ∈ J . The individual microphone scores in (1) can be uniformly weighted by setting w m,t = 1 / |M| (where |•| denotes set cardinality), in which case the scheme will be referred to as unweighted log-likelihood summation ("u-sum"), or adaptively weighted at any given time frame t , according to channel decision confidence that is estimated as
in which case, the method will be termed weighted loglikelihood summation ("w-sum"). Weighting by (2) was investigated among other schemes for room-independent SAD in [35] , motivated by intuition that large loglikelihood differences between the classes imply higher classification confidence.
• Log-likelihood selection, where, at each time frame t , a microphonem t ∈ M is selected to provide all fused class log-likelihoods, i.e.,
Such microphone can be chosen as the one achieving the highest frame log-likelihood over all channels and over all classes, i.e.,
in which case the scheme will be referred to as loglikelihood maximum selection ("u-max"), or as the channel with the highest confidence (2), i.e.,
in which case the method will be termed log-likelihood confidence selection ("w-max").
• Majority voting, where, at each time frame t , singlechannel decisions,ĵ m,t = arg max j∈J b m,j (o m,t ), are accumulated over microphone set M , and the class with the highest decision incidence is chosen. Such accumulation can be computed uniformly over the channels, in which case the scheme will be termed unweighted majority voting ("u-vote"), or scaled by means of (2), resulting in weighted majority voting ("w-vote").
Among the above approaches, based on the experimental results of Section 8, the developed room-localized SAD system employs the "w-sum" scheme computed over the set of microphones inside one room at a time, i.e., M = M r . Alternative choices for set M are discussed in Section 4.4.
Speech/non-speech segmentation
Following GMM training and multi-channel fusion, two speech detection implementations are developed: The first operates on mid-sized sliding windows, thus resulting in low latency, whereas the second performs Viterbi decoding over longer sequences, providing superior accuracy (as demonstrated in Section 8), but being more suitable for off-line processing.
• GMM-based scoring over sliding window: This scheme performs sequential classification over sliding windows of fixed duration and overlap (400 ms and 200 ms, respectively, are used). Specifically, for a given time window T = [ t s , t e ] and microphone m , the loglikelihoods for each class j ∈ J are first computed by adding all frame scores within the window. This results in
where o m,T denotes all feature vectors within window T . Microphone fusion is then carried out as in Section 4.2, but employing the window log-likelihoods instead.
• HMM-based Viterbi decoding over sequence: In this scheme, HMMs are built with a set of fully connected states J , state transition probabilities { a jj , for j , j ∈ J }, and class-conditional observation probabilities provided by the class GMMs of Section 4.1. Then, Viterbi decoding is performed over an entire sequence of observations (in our data, such are of 1-min length, as discussed in Section 7.1), in order to provide the desired speech/non-speech segmentation. Specifically, for the single-microphone case, the well-known recursion [72] 
is used, where δ m,j (t) denotes the score of the best decoding path ending at state j and accounting for the first t frame observations of microphone m . This can be readily extended to the fusion schemes of (1) and (3) over microphone set M as:
whereas majority voting fusion schemes "u-vote" and "wvote" are modified to be applied over best-path scores
Between the two aforementioned decoding schemes, the proposed system follows the HMM-based approach due to its superior performance, with a number of finetuned parameters incorporated in it. Specifically, these are the state transition penalty that tunes the flexibility of the decoder to change states, as well as the speech class prior that favors or not the selection of the speech state.
Variations in sets of classes and microphones
As already discussed, to obtain the first stage of the speech/non-speech segmentation hypothesis for room r , only the particular room microphones are considered ( M = M r ). A number of variations however are possible for the set of classes J , which are investigated in the experiments of Section 8.2:
• J = { sp r , sil all } , where sp r denotes speech inside room r and sil all indicates the absence of speech in all rooms of the smart home. This set is used in the proposed room-localized SAD algorithm.
• J = { sp r , sil r } , where sil r indicates the absence of speech in room r . This set is used in our work in [33] .
• J ={ sp r , sp¯r , sil all } , where sp¯r indicates the speech inside any of the other rooms, excluding room r .
In addition, in our earlier work [34] , the first stage of the algorithm provides room-independent SAD output. That system uses the "w-sum" decision fusion scheme with all smart home microphones contributing to (1), i.e., M = M all . Further, the set of classes employed is J = {sp all , sil all } , where sp all denotes the speech occurring in any of the smart home rooms.
Second stage: room assignment
Following the generation of initial room-localized SAD hypotheses, the second stage of the developed algorithm performs the final selection of active segments for each room. For this purpose, five hand-crafted features are proposed as detailed in Section 5.1, extracted at the segment level for each room, and capable of segment discrimination as originating from inside vs. outside a given room. These features are then fused within and across rooms as presented in Section 5.2 and are fed to SVM classifiers that perform room assignment as detailed in Section 5.3, temporally operating on the given segment as discussed in Section 5.4. Various options for the above are presented.
Room discriminant features
As mentioned above, for any first-stage speech segment T = [ t s , t e ] starting at time-frame t s and ending at frame t e , segment-level features are extracted for each room. The design of these hand-crafted features is motivated by intuition concerning (a) the energy, (b) the reverberation, and (c) the arrival direction of the microphone signals. For example, microphones located inside the room where a speech segment originates are expected to yield signals with higher energy and lower reverberation than microphones located outside it. Likewise, the room door region typically appears as the speech source for room-outside segments.
In particular, five scalar features are considered in this paper, extending our earlier work [33] with two additional novel features presented in Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.5. The features are specially designed to provide room-inside vs. room-outside segment source discrimination, as also depicted in the histograms of Fig. 3 .
It should be noted that in contrast to the acoustic front-end of the first stage of the algorithm that extracts microphone-dependent features, the features of the second stage are instead room-dependent. Indeed, their estimation typically involves all microphones located in a room (or in the entire smart home, as in Sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.3), performing in a sense fusion of their information at the signal level. Such derivation requires of course knowledge of the microphone room membership, but in the case of Section 5.1.2 also of additional information concerning which microphones lie adjacent to each other, and in the case of Section 5.1.5 further knowledge of the microphone topology and room layout. Details are provided next.
Energy-based feature
Originally proposed in [33] , this feature is motivated by intuition that microphones inside the room where speech activity occurs will exhibit, on average, higher SNRs compared to ones outside it. For its computation, given detected speech segment T = [ t s , t e ] , the energy ratio (ER) of speech over non-speech is first computed for all smart home microphones. For this purpose, the initial part of the speech segment, as well as the trailing part of non-speech preceding it, both of length τ , is utilized to yield
for all microphones m ∈ M all . In (4), x m (τ ) denotes the signal captured by microphone m , with τ indicating indexing at the sample level. The latter is related to framelevel indexing by τ = L t , where L is the number of signal samples over the short-time window shift. Following computations (4), the ERs are sorted across all smart home microphones, and the microphone set with the K largest values is derived, denoted by M (K) . Finally, the desired energy-based feature for room r is extracted as the difference between the sum of the ERs of the microphones in set M (K) that are located inside room r and the ER sum of the ones in M (K) but located in other rooms, namely
for all rooms r = 1 , 2 , . . . , R . In our implementation, K = 5 and, in (4), τ corresponds to a 0.5-s interval.
Coherence feature
Originally proposed in [25] and re-used in [33] , this feature is motivated by intuition that signals captured by pairs of adjacent microphones located outside a speechactive room will exhibit higher reverberation and thus lower cross-correlation than pairs inside it. To compute the coherence feature for room r , the set of adjacent pairs of microphones inside the room is first determined, denoted by {M r × M r } adj . Such pairs typically consist of neighboring microphones in larger arrays (see also Section 7.1). Then, for every time frame t within detected speech segment T , the maximum cross-correlation of the signal frames of adjacent microphone pair (m, m ) is computed, denoted by C m,m (t) . This is repeated for all pairs (m, m ) ∈ {M r × M r } adj and the maximum retained. Finally, the result is averaged over the entire segment T , yielding the coherence feature for room r , as:
Note that this feature employs the un-normalized crosscorrelation function in order to also "capture" signal attenuation. In our implementation, signal cross-correlation is computed over fixed size sliding windows of 100 ms in length and a 25-ms shift.
Envelope variance feature
Originally proposed in [73] for ASR channel selection and used in [27, 29, 33] for room-localized SAD, this feature is motivated by intuition that higher reverberation (indicative of room-outside speech) results in smoother shorttime speech energy, also observed as reduced dynamic range of the corresponding envelope. To compute the envelope variance feature, we follow the derivations in [73] . Briefly, for each microphone m , the short-time filterbank energy, denoted by X m (n , t) , is obtained for time frames t ∈ T , where, as above, T is the detected speech segment and n denotes the sub-band (20 linear filters are used here). Then, the n th sub-band envelope of microphone m is computed as:
where T denotes medium-sized windows sliding over segment T , the time progression of which will be indexed by t (600-ms-long windows with a 50-ms shift are used). Then, the variance of each sub-band envelope is computed (following cube root compression) as:
subsequently normalized over all smart home microphones, and its average over all sub-bands obtained:
In this work, we define the envelope variance feature of segment T for room r as the average over all mid-sized shifting windows within T of the maximum value of (5) over the set of all room microphones M r , i.e.,
Spectrogram texture smoothness feature
For measuring the degree of reverberation, an additional feature is proposed in this paper, based on the "smearing" effect that reverberant conditions cause to the speech signal spectrogram. An example is shown in Fig. 4 : There, for a speech occurrence inside the bedroom of the smart home of Fig. 1 , the spectrograms of two signals captured by a microphone located in the bedroom and one in the kitchen are depicted, showing that the latter (located outside the speech-active room) is much smoother (smeared).
To measure this effect, the proposed feature considers the signal spectrogram as a 2D image, and attempts to quantify its texture smoothness by applying to it the 2D discrete Teager energy operator of [74] , yielding
where S m (n , t) denotes the signal spectrogram of microphone m at short-time frame t ∈ T , and n is the frequency index (40-ms-long Hamming windows with a 20-ms shift and 960 frequency bins are used here). Then, as in Section 5.1.3, medium-sized windows T sliding over segment T are considered, the time progression of which is indexed by t (600-ms-long windows with a 50-ms shift are used). The values of m (n , t) are then averaged over a part of the resulting 960 × 30-sized spectrogram image as:
where the frequency domain averaging is carried out over the 200 lower frequency bins that correspond to the 0-5 kHz frequency range of the 48-kHz sampled signal, focusing on speech content. Finally, the spectrogram texture smoothness feature for room r and segment T is obtained by maximizing over all room microphones and averaging the result over all medium-sized windows, namely
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SRP-based feature
The final feature considered for room assignment of detected speech segments is based on the steered response power (SRP-PHAT) approach of [75] , and it is proposed for the first time in this paper for roomlocalized SAD. Employing SRP allows the creation of an acoustic map, by computing the signal power when steering microphone arrays in the direction of a specific location. The position of the sound source corresponds to that with the maximum SRP value over all possible locations. In the case of multi-room smart homes, one expects that speech originating from outside a given room will likely exhibit high SRP values at the door region that connects that room to the rest of the apartment. In contrast, for room-inside speech, the actual source location should yield the highest SRP instead. An example for this motivation is depicted in Fig. 5 .
To compute the SRP-based feature for room r , a 3D region is first defined, denoted by A r that corresponds to cylindrically shaped volume(s) covering the room door(s). Specifically, on the floor plane, this lies inside room r , delineated by a 0.7-m radius semicircle around the door center, while also containing all points above it. Using a 10-cm spatial resolution for each dimension, and depending on the number of doors of the room, this scheme yields approximately between 2k and 4.3k points, denoted as y ∈ A r , expressed in the 3D room coordinate system (see also Fig. 5 ).
Then, for all points y ∈ A r , the corresponding SRP-PHAT values for time frame t ∈ T are computed (200-ms-long frames with a 100-ms shift are used), by summing the generalized cross-correlations over all pairs of adjacent microphones in room r , as:
where X m (ω, t) denotes the DTFT of the mth microphone signal frame and τ mm ( y ) is the time difference of arrival at point y between the signals of adjacent microphones m and m . Finally, the SRP-based feature is computed by summing all above values and averaging them over all windows t ∈ T , i.e.,
Clearly, the computation of this feature requires knowledge of the microphone topology and room layout.
Intra-and inter-room feature fusion
Using the above framework in the proposed system, for each candidate speech segment T , five features are extracted for each room r . The features are then combined by intra-room feature fusion (plain concatenation), resulting in five-dimensional feature vectors
for each room r = 1 , 2 , . . . , R .
In addition, inter-room feature fusion can be beneficial to room-inside vs. room-outside speech discrimination. Two schemes are considered for this purpose: 
• Inter-room feature averaging, where vectors from each room are augmented by the feature average across the remaining R − 1 rooms, resulting in ten-dimensional representations of segment T ,
for each room r = 1 , 2 , . . . , R . This way, feature vector dimensionality is no longer a function of R . Alternatives to (11) can also be designed, for example, employing feature extrema instead of averages.
SVM classification
The fused feature vectors are fed to appropriately designed classifiers, in order to determine the room of origin for a given segment. In this paper, linear SVMs are employed for this purpose, due to the twoclass nature of the problem (room-inside vs. roomoutside segment classification), as well as the relatively small corpus size (see also Section 7.1). 1 Specifically, two SVM modeling approaches are considered, resulting to a total of five different models, as discussed next:
• Room-specific SVM models, where a separate classifier is built for each smart home room. Each training segment thus provides data to a total of R SVMs as a room-inside or -outside class sample, while during testing, a candidate segment is fed to the SVM of the room in which it was detected by the first stage. The SVMs can be built on any of the three feature vectors of Section 5.2, given by (9), (10), or (11), thus resulting in three different systems.
• Global SVM models, where a single SVM is developed being applicable to all rooms, thus removing dependence of the number of SVM models on R . Each training segment provides its data to the global SVM a total of R times (once as a room-inside sample and R − 1 times as a room-outside one). During testing, candidate segments are fed to this global SVM. In both cases, room-dependent features are used, provided by (9) or (11), yielding two different systems. Features (10) are not used, as they would have re-introduced dependency on R .
Among the above modeling options, the proposed system employs room-specific SVMs on inter-room concatenated features (10) . Note also that since each room decides for its own final segments, it is possible that a segment gets assigned to multiple rooms or to no rooms at all.
Temporal operation and post-processing
In practice, the SVM classification of speech segments can be performed at two different temporal scales:
• Over the entire segment, where a single scalar feature is extracted for the segment for each of the five categories of Section 5.1, providing a single sample for SVM training or testing. Thus, assignment to a given room is made for the whole segment.
• Over segment sliding windows, where features are extracted on medium-sized windows sliding over the given segment. As a result, each segment provides multiple data points for SVM training or testing (per window). The scheme allows segment breakup and selective assignment of its parts into the room that it was detected in by the first stage of the algorithm.
The proposed room-localized SAD system employs the sliding window approach, using windows of 600 ms in size advancing by a 100-ms shift. This necessitates minor modifications to the feature extraction methodology of Section 5.1. In particular, there is no longer the need of averaging in (6) and (7), since the medium-sized window sizes coincide, thus trivially allowing for one window only. Further, in (4), the non-speech energy is computed over the 0.5-s interval preceding the first window of the segment.
As a final step, post-processing is also applied to the results. Specifically, speech segments with less than 0.7-s distance between them are unified, whereas speech segments of less than 0.4-s duration are deleted.
Baseline approaches
Two additional, simpler systems are presented in this section, both following a two-stage architecture, to serve as baselines against the developed room-localized SAD system. The first method employs MFCC features and GMM classifiers in both its algorithmic stages, while the second extends the well-known statistical model-based approach of Sohn et al. [36] to room-localized SAD, by incorporating a simple SNR-based room assignment criterion. Details follow.
MFCC/GMM-based system
This baseline follows our earlier work [33] , and it is mainly considered in order to evaluate a system based entirely on a standard acoustic front-end (MFCC features), aiming also to demonstrate the value of the room discriminant features of Section 5.1.
Its first stage is identical to that of the proposed system. Namely, for every smart home room, it performs weighted log-likelihood summation of MFCC/GMM-based scores by means of (1) and (2) over all room microphones (M = M r ) for classes J ={ sp r , sil all } (see also Section 4.4) .
At the second stage, segments generated by the first stage are further examined and classified as room-inside or room-outside speech. For this purpose, room-specific GMMs are trained for each class J = { sp r , sp¯r } , and unweighted log-likelihood summation of MFCC/GMMbased scores is performed over all room microphones (M = M r ), followed by averaging over all short-time frames in the segment. Segments classified as roomoutside speech are then deleted from the SAD output of the given room.
Sohn's algorithm with SNR criterion
The first stage of this baseline employs the well-known and effective SAD algorithm of Sohn et al. As they detail in [36] , the method is based on a likelihood ratio test between speech and noise models, considered as Gaussians in the frequency domain under an i.i.d. assumption in frequency and that of additive uncorrelated noise. Following noise model estimation using observed noise and of the necessary SNRs by a decision-directed approach, the likelihood ratio test is performed, and decision results are smoothed by means of an HMM-based hangover scheme [36] .
In the designed baseline, Sohn's SAD is employed for each smart home room r , using a single ad hoc selected room microphone m ∈ M r . Then, at the second stage, for a first-stage generated segment in room r , the SNR of microphone m is compared to a global threshold; if below it, the particular segment is deleted from the room's SAD output. This baseline thus presents a wellestablished and relatively simple to implement approach for room-localized SAD.
Databases and experimental framework
We now proceed to describe the databases where the proposed system, its variations, and baselines are evaluated, as well as to discuss the adopted experimental framework and evaluation metrics used. In particular, the presentation refers to the experiments of Sections 8.1-8.4. An additional dataset and a slightly modified evaluation framework, necessary to allow comparisons with recent deep learning-based works, are detailed in the corresponding Section 8.5.
The DIRHA corpora
The experiments in Sections 8.1-8.4 are conducted on two databases: the Greek-language part of DIRHAsimcorpora II [61] , hereafter referred to as "DIRHAsim", and the "DIRHA-real" Greek corpus [16] . 2 The datasets are either simulated or recorded inside a smart home apartment (with an average reverberation time of 0.72 s), developed for the purposes of the DIRHA research project [10] . Its floor plan is depicted in Figs. 1 and 6 , showing that five of its rooms (living room, kitchen, bathroom, corridor, and bedroom) are equipped with a total of 40 microphones grouped in 14 arrays. Most arrays consist of two or three microphones (with linear topology) located on the room walls, while, for each of the living room and kitchen, a six-element pentagonshaped array is also located at the ceiling. As a result, concerning the set of adjacent microphone pairs used in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.5, the two-element arrays provide one such pair, the three-element arrays two, and the pentagon-shaped arrays five, with all latter pairs containing the central array microphone. The corridor thus yields the least pairs (one), while the living room the most (ten). As indicated by its name, the DIRHA-sim dataset contains audio simulations, produced as detailed in [61] . Briefly, first, about 9k room impulse responses are measured at each of 40 smart home microphones from 57 possible source locations uniformly distributed in the rooms of interest and with up to 8 source orientations for each (as shown in Fig. 6 ). These are then used to convolve highquality, close-talk speech by 20 subjects (recorded at a 48-kHz sampling rate and an SNR average of 50 dB), while real, long-duration background noises and shorter acoustic events are also added to the resulting simulations. In total, 150 1-min simulation sequences containing speech and noise are available. In contrast, the DIRHA-real set contains actual recordings of 5 subjects acquired by the 40 microphones inside the smart home under realistic noise conditions [16] . In total, 60 1-min recorded sequences of speech and noise are available. Statistics of the two sets are summarized in Table 1 .
Apart from the main difference concerning the nature of the two sets (simulated vs. real), there exist two additional variations, as can be also observed in the waveform examples of Fig. 7 . First, DIRHA-sim is characterized by more adverse noise conditions, containing more background noises and acoustic events besides speech. Further, in DIRHA-sim, speech often overlaps with other acoustic events or speech in different rooms of the smart home. Indeed, as listed in Table 1 , speech overlap there reaches 47% (22 out of 47 min). These facts deem DIRHAsim much more challenging for room-localized SAD than DIRHA-real.
Experimental framework and metrics
In the experiments of Sections 8.1-8.4, the DIRHA-sim dataset of 150 simulations is partitioned into a training set containing 75 of them and a test set with the remaining 75. Optimization of the first-stage algorithmic parameters of Section 4.3 (i.e., the transition penalty and constant prior added to the speech-class log-likelihood), as well as of the global threshold used in conjunction with Sohn's baseline, are performed on the training set. In the case of DIRHA-real, all 60 recordings are used for testing systems developed on the DIRHA-sim training data. This framework allows to also gauge the usefulness of simulated databases for training models and developing features and systems that can perform well in real-case scenarios, even when differences between the sets are significant.
For evaluation, the recall, precision, and F-score metrics are used, all computed at the frame level with a 10-ms time resolution and reported in percentage. Evaluation of room-localized SAD differs somewhat to the traditional room-independent case, as can be easily inferred from Fig. 1 . In traditional SAD, the aim is to detect speech anywhere in the smart home, and as a result, each testset sequence is evaluated only once (75 sequences for DIRHA-sim and 60 for DIRHA-real). In contrast, in the room-localized case, for each sequence, a total of R = 5 SAD outputs are evaluated (one for each room), with ground truth each time considering only speech occurring inside the given room. Thus, 75 × 5 = 375 and 60 × 5 = 300 SAD outputs in total are evaluated for the DIRHA-sim and DIRHA-real test sets, respectively. This affects the evaluation metrics: for example, recall for room-localized SAD is computed as the ratio between the number of correctly detected room-inside speech frames and the total number of such frames in the ground truth. In total, the test set contains 447 room-inside and 1788 room-outside speech segments in the DIRHAsim case, and 232 and 928 segments, respectively, in DIRHA-real.
Experimental results
Next, we report our experiments. We first focus on room-independent SAD results, subsequently covering the room-localized case extensively. We also provide an error analysis of the proposed system, as well as a study on its robustness to the number of available microphones. We conclude the section with a comparison to recent deep learning-based approaches.
Room-independent SAD
Room-independent SAD is evaluated first, primarily to showcase its easier nature compared to the roomlocalized task, as well as to benchmark differences between the various techniques of Sections 4 and 6 and simple channel selection schemes. Results are reported in Table 2 for both DIRHA-sim and DIRHA-real sets in terms of recall, precision, and F-score.
Specifically, in the lower part of Table 2 , both the GMM-and HMM-based decoding schemes of Section 4.3 are presented in conjunction with the six fusion techniques of Section 4.2, but for the room-independent SAD system variant discussed at the end of Section 4.4 that uses all 40 smart home microphones (M = M all and J = { sp all , sil all } ). These results are compared to two single-channel systems where microphone selection is driven by the best SNR per test-set sequence (actual based on ground-truth segmentation, or estimated), as well as the oracle-best channel result (that with the maximum F-score per sequence) and the average of all channel results. Finally, Sohn's algorithm is also considered, applied for each room (a single room microphone is used for each room), with the union of the results across rooms obtained.
For DIRHA-sim (left side of Table 2 ), we immediately observe the superiority of HMM-based Viterbi decoding over frame-based GMM segmentation. The best result is obtained by multi-channel fusion using loglikelihood summation scheme "w-sum", achieving an Fscore of 91.80%. This is significantly higher than Sohn's method (68.29%), and it represents a 53.5% relative error reduction in F-score compared to the best estimated SNR single-channel system (91.80% vs. 82.38%). Note that the latter performs similarly to the average of all channel results (82.69%), while it lags the ideal actual SNR case (90.10%) where channel SNR computations employ ground-truth information. These comparisons confirm that the challenging nature of DIRHA-sim adversely affects SNR estimation. Note finally that the best multi-channel system still lags the oracle-best channel one (95.73%), showing potential for further improvements.
Similar observations hold in the DIRHA-real case (right side of Table 2 ). The best system again employs log- likelihood summation, with scheme "u-sum" reaching an F-score of 90.39%. This corresponds to a 44.8% relative F-score error reduction compared to the best estimated SNR single-channel system (90.39% vs. 82.59%). The latter performs now better than the average of all channel results (78.34%), and it lies somewhat closer to the best actual SNR system (88.57%) than in the DIRHA-sim case, due to the less adverse DIRHA-real environment. Note finally that, as above, the best multi-channel system lags the oracle-best channel result (95.97%).
Room-localized SAD results
We now switch focus to the room-localized SAD task. Our experiments are organized as follows: First, we evaluate the several possible choices of the system's first stage discussed in Section 4.4. Next, we investigate its second stage and the performance of the room discriminant features of Section 5.1. Finally, we present comparative results between our proposed system and the alternative baselines of Section 6. The first experiment, reported in Table 3 , compares the various design choices concerning the possible classes For consistency, the first stage is always followed by the second stage of the MFCC/GMM baseline of Section 6.1. RI denotes room-independent operation ("oper") of the first stage and RL room-localized one and microphones used in the first stage of the roomlocalized SAD system, as summarized in Section 4.4.
In all cases, decision fusion by means of log-likelihood summation scheme "u-sum" is employed across microphones. For consistency in the comparisons, the various first stages considered are always followed by an identical second stage, namely that of the MFCC/GMM baseline of Section 6.1. It is clear from Table 3 that the room-independent scheme leads to the worst performance, trailing all roomlocalized variants. The basic reason is that in the latter schemes, the first stage can achieve high recall for room-inside speech and produces less room-outside segments compared to the room-independent case; thus, the second stage has an easier task. The second line of the table corresponds to the classes and microphone set options chosen in the proposed system. These yield the highest recall (72.07%) among the room-localized SAD variants, with an F-score second, but very close, to the three-class modeling approach of the last line (66.12% vs. 66.43%).
The second experiment, reported in Table 4 , concentrates on the proposed room discriminant features of Section 5.1, as well as their feature fusion schemes of Section 5.2 and the SVM modeling approaches of Section 5.3 operating over entire segments. The evaluation is conducted for the room-inside vs. room-outside speech classification task of the second stage of the developed algorithm. For this purpose, the ground-truth speech boundaries are used, thus decoupling the comparisons from the first stage. Further, results include four rooms of the smart home, excluding the corridor (R = 4 ). Importantly, in addition to single features and their intra-room fusion (9) , various feature subsets are also considered. Specifically, in Table 4 , the best two, three, and four feature combinations are listed, as selected by wrapper-based sequential forward feature selection [76, ch. 5.7.2] that is conducted on DIRHA-sim (based on the corresponding proposed system F-scores). In addition, the three-feature subset of our previous work [34] is evaluated. Notice that the notation in (10) and (11) is slightly extended to allow inter-room fusion of single features and subsets.
Concerning DIRHA-sim (Table 4 , top), in the case of room-specific SVMs, we observe that for most individual features of Section 5.1 (with the exception of the energy-based one), performance improves by inter-room fusion. The best feature is the proposed spectrogram texture smoothness, achieving an F-score of 84.01% after fusion by (10) . In contrast, the energy-based feature performs the worst at a 52.65% F-score after fusion by (11) . For the entire feature vector ("all") obtained by intraroom fusion (9), small differences are observed between no room combination and inter-room fusion by (10) or (11) , with the best F-score reaching 88.30%. Global SVM modeling performs slightly worse (85.46% F-score with fusion (11)).
Regarding feature subsets, the best two-feature set consists of the spectrogram texture smoothness and the SRPbased feature; envelope variance is then added to yield the best three-member set; and subsequently, the coherencebased one is chosen. All subsets demonstrate better performance than individual features, when fused by (10) or (11) . Also, we can observe that energy does not boost performance further, as the best four-feature set slightly outperforms the "all" set, achieving an 88.92% vs. 88.30% F-score with fusion (10). Finally, compared to our previous work [34] , the "all" set achieves a 17.5% relative error reduction in F-score (88.30% vs. 85.81% with (10)).
In the less challenging DIRHA-real set ( Table 4 , bottom), the coherence, envelope variance, and spectrogram texture smoothness features take advantage of inter-room combination, whereas the energy-(as also on DIRHA-(2019) 2019: 15 Page 16 of 23 sim) and SRP-based ones fail to do so. The highest performing feature is the envelope variance with an F-score of 98.96% after fusion by (10) , closely followed by spectrogram texture smoothness at 96.33% after fusion by (11) . For the entire feature vector ("all") obtained by intra-room fusion (9), small differences are observed between no room combination and inter-room fusion by (11) , regardless of the SVM models used. However, concatenation across all rooms by (10) fails to improve matters (an F-score of only 87.26% is attained). This is probably due to the high dimensionality of the resulting vector and the use of multiple SVMs, in conjunction with the mismatch between the DIRHA-sim trained models and DIRHA-real test conditions. This seems also supported by the fact that inter-room fusion by means of (11) in most cases outperforms (10) . Nevertheless, the best "all" feature system reaches an almost perfect F-score of 99.92%, obtained by global SVMs and fusion (11) . Note also that this is very close to the 99.86% F-score of the spectrogram texture smoothness-SRP-envelope variance combination with no inter-room fusion.
As a complement to this experiment and to further gain insights into the room discriminant features, their correlation is investigated. For this purpose, the Pearson correlation coefficient is computed among all features over the speech segments of the DIRHA-sim test set, resulting in the matrix of Fig. 8 . As expected, the envelope variance, spectrogram texture smoothness, and coherence-based features demonstrate high correlation between them, as they are all related to reverberation. On the contrary, the energy-and SRP-based ones exhibit low correlation with all features.
In the third experiment, reported in Table 5 , once again ground-truth segments are considered as input to the Fig. 8 Pearson correlation coefficients between the room discriminant features of Section 5.1, computed on DIRHA-sim (ev, envelope variance; ts, spectrogram texture smoothness; coh, coherence-based; en, energy-based; srp, SRP-based) second stage. The aim here is threefold: first, to showcase the superiority of the proposed room discriminant feature approach over the baselines of Section 6; second, to highlight performance differences among the various smart home rooms; and third, to further compare the fusion schemes of Section 5.2. Specifically, the MFCC/GMMbased second stage of the baseline of Section 6.1 is listed in the first line of Table 5 , followed by the SNR-based room assignment scheme of Section 6.2, as well as roomspecific SVM modeling on (9), (11) , and (10) operating over entire segments. F-scores are reported for each room separately (no corridor F-score is shown for DIRHAreal, as there are no ground-truth room-inside segments there), as well as for all four (excluding the corridor) or five rooms.
It is clear from Table 5 that the proposed approach dramatically outperforms the baselines, e.g., for R = 5, on DIRHA-sim, the best result (84.26%) represents a 46.7% and 73.2% relative error reduction over the baselines of Sections 6.1 and 6.2, respectively, while on DIRHA-real, the corresponding reductions of the best result (93.34%) stand at 78.6% and 87.8% relative. It is also clear that the corridor is a challenging room, as seen by its low DIRHA-sim F-scores and the performance drop from the R = 4 to the R = 5 case. This is primarily due to its central location in the smart home floor plan (see also Fig. 6 ) exposing it to sounds coming from all other rooms, as well as the small number of microphones in it (only two). Regarding the multi-room results of the feature fusion schemes of Section 5.2, inter-room feature concatenation (10) performs best on DIRHA-sim, followed by (11) . This can be expected as (10) captures more detailed information (albeit at higher dimensionality). Similarly, fusion (11) is superior to the lack of inter-room combination in (9) . On DIRHA-real, however, the above are reversed, as features (9) outperform (11) and, in turn, fusion by (10) . This is primarily due to the mismatch of the DIRHA-sim trained SVMs to the DIRHA-real conditions, thus favoring lower-dimensional representations that generalize better, as also observed in Table 4 .
Finally, Table 6 reports on the full task of roomlocalized SAD. Its upper part covers single-stage methods, namely the best room-independent approach ("best RI"), as well as the first stages of the MFCC/GMM baseline of Section 6.1 (recall that this is identical to the proposed system's first stage) and Sohn's algorithm (Section 6.2). The complete two-stage baselines are evaluated next, followed by the proposed algorithm employing roomspecific SVMs on features (10) operating over the entire segments ("seg") or over sliding windows ("win"), where results both with and without the corridor are reported.
As shown in Table 6 , the proposed system operating over sliding windows reaches satisfactory performance, Not surprisingly, the addition of the second stage helps both baselines, especially the MFCC/GMM system. Concerning the operation of the second stage over entire segments vs. sliding windows, it can be observed in Table 6 that the latter scheme fares slightly better on the more challenging DIRHA-sim dataset. An example of its superiority is provided in Fig. 9 (same as in Fig. 7  (left) ). There, the kitchen SAD results are shown for a case of two overlapping speakers located inside different rooms ("speaker 5" in the living room and "speaker 4" in the kitchen). The first stage of the system returns a segment containing both. Then, at the second stage, the segment-operating scheme classifies it entirely as kitchen-inside speech, whereas the sliding window one allows to only keep the part belonging to "speaker 4". Further, both schemes delete three erroneous first-stage segments, but fail to do so for two that originate in the living room. However, on the less challenging DIRHA-real set, a slightly worse performance for the sliding-window scheme is observed in Table 6 . This can be attributed to the lack of overlapping speech segments originating in different rooms, in conjunction with the obvious fact that window-based decisions rely on less data than entire segments.
Error analysis
This section attempts to provide additional insights into the performance of the various room discriminant features of Section 5.1. In particular, the focus lies on how such is affected by the speech source location and the amount of overlap in the detected segment. Figure 10 concentrates on the two novel features proposed, namely the spectrogram texture smoothness (upper part) and the SRP-based feature (lower figure) . There, in the case of segments with ground-truth boundaries and no overlap, performance of the features for living room-inside vs. living room-outside classification on DIRHA-sim data is visualized by an appropriate . 9 Example of the proposed room-localized SAD system output for the kitchen of the DIRHA smart home, shown in green when operating over the entire first-stage segments (depicted in black), or in red dashed line when operating over shifting windows. The example is that of Fig. 7 (left) coloring scheme within circular sectors that correspond to the various speech source positions and orientations in the smart home (blue indicates low misclassification rates, while red high ones). It can be observed that errors mostly occur around the living room boundaries, but differ across features. For example, the spectrogram texture smoothness misclassifies mainly segments of adjacent rooms with orientation towards the living room doors, as they reach its microphones with less reverberation. In contrast, the SRP feature classifies such correctly, as they produce high acoustic energy at the living room doors. However, it misclassifies room-inside segments near these doors. Finally, Fig. 11 aims to quantify the effects of overlap to the room discrimination performance of the various features. For this purpose, two cases are considered: "low overlap" concerning speech segments with less than 30% of overlap with acoustic events of other rooms, and "high overlap" with more than 30%. Performance is measured in frame-based F-score, using ground-truth first-stage (room-independent) speech boundaries. In all single-feature sets, five-dimensional vectors are produced (one feature per room). Clearly, most sets exhibit low performance in the high overlap condition, with some (spectrogram texture smoothness, energy-based, and fused features) affected more.
Robustness to reduced microphone setups
The proposed room-localized SAD algorithm relies on the availability of multiple microphones in the multiroom DIRHA apartment. As this installation includes 40 microphones, the question naturally arises as to how dependent the system is on such an expensive setup. Fig. 11 Performance of the room discriminant features of Section 5.1 in classifying speech segments exhibiting low or high overlap with audio events in other rooms for the DIRHA-sim test set (en, energy-based; coh, coherence-based; srp, SRP-based; ts, spectrogram texture smoothness; ev, envelope variance; all, intra-room fusion (9)) In all cases, inter-room fusion (10) and room-specific SVMs are used To investigate this, four reduced "nested" setups are considered, gradually decreasing the number of smart home microphones |M all | from 40 down to 5, specifically to |M all | = 25, 16, 10, and 5, as depicted in Fig. 12 (compare to the original configuration of Figs. 1 and 6) . Note that the |M all | = 10 setup includes one microphone pair in each room, while the |M all | = 5 configuration only one microphone per room. For the latter, coherence-and SRP-based features cannot be computed due to the absence of microphone pairs, thus reducing the set of available features to three per room (see also Fig. 13 ).
The first experiment, summarized in Table 7 , quantifies the effects of reduced microphone setups to the GMM-HMM based SAD module. Specifically, roomindependent SAD performance on the DIRHA-sim test set is reported (see also Table 2 ), employing HMM-based Viterbi decoding and "w-sum" decision fusion over the microphones of the various setups. To further reduce system complexity, a simplified modeling approach is also evaluated, where only a single GMM is trained on data of a specific microphone, in place of microphonespecific models. In particular, the living room ceiling central microphone, available in all configurations, is used for this purpose. In that case, (1) and (2) Concerning SAD performance, it is evident from Table 7 that it remains robust to the number of available microphones. In particular, the F-score degrades gracefully and monotonically as the installation becomes leaner: In the microphone-specific modeling case, the full-setup F-score of 91.80% reduces to 89.60% for |M all | =5, exhibiting an absolute drop of only 2.2%. A similar trend is also observed in the single-GMM case. Further, comparing the two modeling approaches, the single-GMM one yields small only F-score absolute degradations within the 1.7 to 2.6% range (depending on the setup). Thus, in the lack of multi-channel training data, a singlemicrophone model constitutes a viable approach leading to satisfactory results.
In the second experiment, depicted in Fig. 13 , the performance of the room discriminant features of Section 5.1 is examined as a function of the number of available microphones. For this purpose, the room-inside vs. roomoutside classification task (second stage of the algorithm) is considered with ground-truth segmentation on the DIRHA-sim test set. It can be readily noted that reduced setups have a noticeable, albeit not dramatic, effect on the performance of the intra-room fused features ("all"), degrading the full-setup F-score of 88.30% ( |M all | = 40) to 85.10% for |M all | = 16 and 80.86% for |M all | = 5. Thus, the multi-channel second stage can benefit from larger microphone numbers, but can also perform satisfactorily with fewer microphones. Regarding individual feature performance in reduced setups, the envelope variance seems the most robust, while the SRP-based feature the least.
Comparison to deep learning approaches
As overviewed in Section 2, a number of works on room-localized SAD have appeared recently, proposing single-stage algorithms based on deep learning methods [29] [30] [31] [32] . In this section, a performance comparison to our developed system is provided.
To enable such comparison, the experimental framework of these works is followed, deviating from that of Section 7. In particular, the corpus used is the Italian-language part of the DIRHA simcorpora (DIRHAsim-evalita), first introduced as part of the SASLODOM evaluation campaign at the EVALITA'14 workshop [77] . This contains 80 1-min simulations, generated in the DIRHA apartment as discussed in Section 7.1. Experiments are conducted by tenfold cross-validation to reduce performance variance, with each test fold containing eight simulations. Results are reported in terms of the "overall SAD detection error" metric, as defined in [77] , considering only two rooms (R = 2) of the DIRHA apartment, i.e., living room and kitchen.
Comparative results between the best deep learning results of [29] [30] [31] [32] and our proposed algorithm are presented in Table 8 . In particular, the best system of for the speech-inside vs. speech-outside classification task with ground-truth segmentation on the DIRHA-sim test set, using various numbers of microphones (en, energy-based; coh, coherence-based; srp, SRP-based; ts, spectrogram texture smoothness; ev, envelope variance; all, intra-room fusion (9)) Inter-room fusion (10) and room-specific SVMs are used [29, 30] , employing a DNN over 187-dimensional features of various types that are extracted from the best microphone per room, yields a SAD error of 5.8%. Further, the 3D-CNN system of [31] , operating on 40-dimensional log-Mel filterbank energies after temporal splicing and combining information from the three best microphones per room, exhibits a 7.0% SAD error. This improves to 5.2%, when employing all microphones available in the two rooms [32] . Finally, a 3.5% SAD error is reported in [32] , when the aforementioned 3D-CNN is extended incorporating 51-dimensional GCC-PHAT patterns [70] to jointly provide SAD and speaker location estimates (marked as "SAD+SLOC" in the table). However, it should be noted that this system employs additional information during its training, in the form of ground-truth speaker positions (in 2D room coordinates). In all cases, HMM-based Viterbi decoding and "w-sum" decision fusion are used, where the combined log-likelihoods result from microphone-specific GMMs (left) or a GMM trained on a single microphone (right) In comparison, our proposed algorithm exhibits SAD errors of 5.7% and 4.7%, when operating over entire segments ("seg") or sliding windows ("win"), respectively. The latter represents a 19% relative SAD error reduction over the DNN of [30] and 10% over the 3D-CNN of [32] , proving better than segment-based operation in the challenging and noisy DIRHA-sim-evalita data (as also observed in Table 6 for DIRHA-sim). These comparisons highlight the competitiveness of our two-stage system and the suitability of the five room discriminant features of its second stage. Of course, it is possible that the deep learning methods could have gained advantage if more training data had been available in the DIRHA corpora.
Conclusions
We have presented an efficient multi-channel, two-stage approach to address speech activity detection in multiroom smart home environments, equipped with multiple microphone arrays distributed inside them. In the general scenario, possibly, concurrent speech activity in different rooms needs to be detected and the effect of cross-room interference suppressed. For this purpose, the proposed room-localized SAD system first employs a multi-channel speech/non-speech segmentation module per room, and it subsequently determines whether detected speech activity occurs inside or outside each room by utilizing a novel set of room discriminant features. Experiments on a suitable multi-room, multichannel dataset demonstrate satisfactory performance on both simulated and real data, reaching F-scores of 81.0% and 87.7%, respectively, while significantly outperforming alternatives that combine well-known baselines and features (MFCCs, Sohn's SAD, SNR), as well as comparing favorably to deep learning-based approaches (DNNs, CNNs). The evaluation results verify the robustness of the two-stage system and the suitability of the devised hand-crafted features, while also highlighting the realistic design and value of the current simulated database for developing algorithms that generalize well to real recorded data.
